
 
 
February 9, 2023 
 
Tsipi Ben-Haim and CITYarts Board of Directors  
CITYarts, Inc.  
77 Bleecker St, Suite C2-18  
New York, NY 10012  
 
Dear Ms. Ben-Haim and the CITYarts Board of Directors, 
 
I am writing in support of CITYarts’ many upcoming public art projects, which will beautify our 
neighborhoods, unite communities, and empower youth. 
 
Part of your Global HeARTwarming program, Always in Bloom will ask the students of the 
Urban Assembly School for Green Careers how they can help slow the speed of climate change. 
It’s my pleasure to support a mural project that will be created in collaboration with UAGC 
students, as well as the community, conceptualizing and creating a large-scale mural to raise 
awareness about the speed of climate change and draw attention to sustainability. 
 
Similarly, I support the sustainability-oriented mural project It’s Up To You/Us in the Murray 
Hill Academy lobby. Helping to create the mural will educate students about the climate crisis 
and motivate them to agitate for a more sustainable future. The mural’s prominent placement at 
the school will give participating students a sense of pride in their hard work and determination 
throughout the mural process. 
 
I also support your restoration of the Alice on the Wall mural at Stuyvesant High School. 
Originally created after 9/11 to encourage students at Stuyvesant to return to school, the 
importance of this mural has stood the test of time with new students taking it upon themselves 
to reinvigorate the mural every few years. Part of your Community Identity program, Alice on the 
Wall has provided hundreds of Stuy High youth and community members the opportunity to 
celebrate their city, a tradition that deserves to be continued in its full glory. 
 
I’m delighted to extend my support to another Community Identity project, this one with 
Columbia University’s Raising Educational Achievement Coalition of Harlem (REACH) and 
Frederick Douglass Academy II. This portable mural project creates space for students and the 
community to celebrate the diversity of their backgrounds. With the exhibition that will come at 
the end of this project, you will give the entire community an opportunity to celebrate the hard 
work and dedication of the students. The youth will have their chance to shine as their families, 
friends, teachers, and neighbors view all the artwork they created. 
 
I welcome CITYarts’ proposed continuation of the Our Voices mural at 141st St. Created with 
community members, the 200-foot outdoor mural showcases their ideas and provides them with 
the opportunity to develop aspirations for their futures and a sense of responsibility for their 
schools and communities. In the first year of the project, Our Voices provided hundreds of youth 
and community members the opportunity to celebrate their city and develop a better relationship 
with the NYPD. 



I am pleased that you intend to restore the Mosaic Rolling Bench at the General Grant National 
Memorial. By restoring this bench in collaboration with community members, you are bringing 
light and color to an otherwise somber space. The project will continue community involvement 
with a new generation of neighborhood families, schools, and volunteers, laying the groundwork 
for generations to come.  
 
CITYarts has a long history of creating art with youth members, and I know that these projects 
will exemplify your mission. The way CITYarts prioritizes including children on projects 
empowers them to realize their creative potential, transform their neighborhood, and build 
bridges across differences. Your commitment to celebrating the New York community is 
unmatched and invaluable. 

         Sincerely, 

 

 

 
Mark Levine 
Manhattan Borough President 

 
 
 



February 6th, 2023

Dear Ms. Ben-Haim and the CITYarts Board of Directors,

I am writing in support of CITYarts’ project with Columbia University’s Raising
Educational Achievement Coalition of Harlem (REACH) and Frederick Douglass
Academy II. Part of your Community Identity program, this project will give the student a
chance to celebrate their diverse backgrounds and community. It’s my pleasure to
support a mural project that will be created in collaboration with FDA II students, as well
as the community, conceptualizing, and creating a portable mural to celebrate the
shared communities and various cultures.

CITYarts has a long history of creating art with youth members; the way that CITYarts
prioritizes including children on projects empowers them to realize their creative
potential, transform their neighborhood, and build bridges across differences. CITYarts
is committed to celebrating the New York community, which will serve as the guide for
the REACH project. Due to the reasons stated above, I am in support of CITYart’s
project with Columbia University’s Raising Educational Achievement Coalition of Harlem
and will hope you will support in your capacity as well.

As elected official of Harlem district 9, I ran on the platform H.A.R.L.E.M. The M stands
for meaningful change. This includes supporting all constituents in various
engagements to nurture personal and community growth.

I will be following the progress of this situation. If you have any questions or suggestions
please feel free to contact me at the information below.

Sincerely,







 
December 14, 2022 
 
Tsipi Ben-Haim and CITYarts Board of Directors 
CITYarts, Inc. 
77 Bleecker St, Suite C2-18 
New York, NY 10012 
 
Dear Ms. Ben-Haim and the CITYarts Board of Directors, 
 
I am writing in support of CITYarts’ proposed mural on the exterior of 138 Grand bordering the 
new Rapkin-Gayle Plaza, known as the SoHo Artists Mural. Part of the SoHo Artists History 
Walk and Online Exhibition project under your Community Identity program, the SoHo Artists 
Mural will honor the creatives who have imbued SoHo with a vibrant, culturally rich spirit for 
decades. It’s my pleasure to support a mural project will focus on the history, highlights, and 
culture of the SoHo neighborhood and will be created in collaboration with youth from local, 
conceptualizing and creating a large-scale mural in celebration of their shared community and 
culture.  
 
This mural is the perfect complement to the CITYarts-created Storyboards that will be installed 
throughout the neighborhood featuring artists who have lived and worked in the SoHo community, 
including some who still reside there. This will foster an awareness of SoHo’s rich cultural heritage 
that extends beyond the flagship stores and luxury apartments the area is predominantly known for 
today. Each board, and the tour as a whole, will give visitors an enriched cultural experience when 
exploring SoHo. 
 
CITYarts has a long history of creating public art and is widely credited as the pioneering force 
in the creation of the contemporary community mural movement in New York City, having 
created more than 350 murals across the city. Additionally, the way that CITYarts prioritizes 
including children on projects empowers them to realize their creative potential, transform their 
neighborhood, and build bridges across differences. CITYarts is committed to a more beautiful, 
connected New York, which aligns with the ethos of the SoHo Artists Mural.  
 
         Sincerely, 
 
 

 
 
Mark Levine 
Manhattan Borough President 
































































